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ABSTRACT. 

This study examined the social and economic factors for Makonde language 

maintenance in Mkoma village in Newala Tanzania. It also examined contexts of 

languages use and significance of minority languages. 

The study employed qualitative and quantitative approaches. Forty respondents who 

are native Makonde speakers living in Mkoma village participated in the research. 

Fifteen respondents participated in oral interviews and twenty five participated by 

filling up questionnaires. 

The major findings revealed that Makonde language is maintained in Mkoma village 

due to low level of education of its people staying in one place (in the village), 

emotional attachment to Makonde language and low social and economic mobility 

of people living in Mkoma. 

The study recommended that education should be given to people in order for them 

to know the importance of minority languages. Also government should put 

emphasis on minority languages documentation to ensure their sustainability. 

Parents should be encouraged to teach their children their minority languages and 

government should allow students to learn minority languages at lower level of 

education. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction  

This chapter introduces the study on social and economic factors that have 

contributed to Makonde language maintenance in Mkoma. It presents the 

background of the study, statement of the study, purpose of the study, research 

objectives and research questions, significance of the study and scope of the study. 

 

1.2 Background of the study 

Many minority languages of the world experience a high rate of shift to majority 

languages as a result of a long contact between two languages. Brenzinger (2007) 

argues that minority languages in Tanzania are threatened by Swahili. Also Jason 

(2002) states that many of the approximately 120 languages in Tanzania will lose 

many or all of their speakers within a generation or two. When languages come in 

contact they can affect each other or one of them may be affected or maintenance of 

the mother tongue may occur. Batibo (2005) argues that language maintenance is a 

situation in which a language maintains its vitality even under pressure. In a 

situation where two languages come in contact and each language has its domains of 

use if one of them is the majority language which is considered to have high status, 

it is possible for the minority language speakers to be affected by the majority 

language. Tanzania is one among the countries with many minority languages and 

Kiswahili as a majority language with official status and small class of elite who 

speak English as a third language. Many ethnic languages in Tanzania face a 

challenge from Kiswahili and speakers of minority languages are shifting to 

Kiswahili due to number of factors but there are some languages which maintain 
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their vitality. In Mkoma, children and elders speak Chimakonde in their 

communication. It is very rare to find people speaking Kiswahili in the street may be 

for non-Chimakonde speakers. Children in their playgrounds speak Chimakonde 

fluently. This implies that Chimakonde has been successively transmitted to this 

new generation. Also in the small market at Mkoma mostly people use Chimakonde 

to communicate. This situation is what the researcher viewed as language 

maintenance in Mkoma. In situation of language maintenance the domains of mother 

tongue remain the same and transmission of the language to the children is active 

and as perfect as possible (Batibo 2005). 

In triglosic situation it is so hard to maintain a language especially where the 

majority language is more prestigious and it is the language of instruction in schools. 

In Mkoma however children are not affected by the language of instruction which is 

Kiswahili. They still speak Chimakonde fluently. 

Chimakonde is a Bantu language spoken in Southeast Tanzania. It was categorized 

in zone P 20 languages by Guthrie in his studies of Bantu languages. It is in a group 

with languages such as Yao, Mabiha and Mwela. At present Makonde speaking 

communities live on the southeast of Tanzania with about 1,140,000 speakers (as 

estimated in 2002 Tanzania census) and for Mozambique the 1997 census estimate 

was about 1, 400,000 speakers. Makonde language is also known as Chimakonde. 

This number puts the Makonde at the sixth position by considering the number of 

speakers in Tanzania (Stoner 2011). 

The Makonde are basically farmers. They practice what is called stump cultivation. 

They engage in cultivation of paddy, cassava, maize and cashew nuts as a cash crop. 

Also men are blacksmiths and carvers. Historically Makonde people live in 
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southeastern Tanzania (Mtwara and Lindi regions) and northern Mozambique (Cabo 

Delgado district). 

It is believed by most historians that the Makonde migrated to their present location 

from Ndonde area of Northern Mozambique during the 1770s and 1800s. Health 

reasons forced the Makonde to migrate and settle on the plateau. They were living 

near Ruvuma River where the mosquitoes that carry malaria, tsetse flies that carry 

sleeping sickness and bilharzias disturbed them. Also there was a threat for the 

flooding and animal attacks near the river .Their creation myth indicate similar 

reasons for their migration to the plateau. 

According to the main version of the story a man came out of the thick bush; the 

man was unwashed and unshaved. He did not eat or drink very much. His name was 

Mkonde. One day he carved a human figure from wood and set it upright in the 

bush. During the night the image came to life and become a woman, the two washed 

for the first time in Ruvuma River. On the bank of the river the woman delivered a 

stillborn child. They travelled a little farther where the woman delivered another 

stillborn child. Finally they travelled to the plateau where the woman gave birth to a 

third child, that child survived. Over time the couple had many other children on the 

plateau and these children become the first ancestors of the Makonde. Some went to 

Mozambique and others remained in Tanzania.  He also warned them against 

settling in the valley and near large streams because sickness and death lived there 

(Stoner, 2011). 

Another reason for their migration was the Ngoni invasion. Ngoni people fleeing 

war in Zululand began to   raid the Makonde for land and slaves. The plateau with 

its thick bush protected the Makonde from slavery and war (Stoner, 2011). 
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Makonde have their culture including language, beliefs, norms, ceremonies and the 

like. They use their language to symbolize their culture. 

Due to development of cities and increasing social and economic activities, things 

and people are changing; these changes have affected the minority languages which 

come in contact with the majority languages. These languages experience a shifting 

process towards the majority languages. The minority languages face challenge due 

to number of reasons. Chimakonde is into contact with Swahili for a long period of 

time but Makonde language has maintained its vitality in some areas including 

Mkoma village where the researcher worked. So the study then seeks to find out 

what are the social and economic factors that have contributed to maintenance of 

Chimakonde in Mkoma village. 

 

1.3 Statement of the problem. 

Language maintenance usually applies to a relatively monolingual situation (Batibo 

2005). This implies that it is difficult to maintain language in triglosic situation 

where there is a second language which has higher status and is a dominant language 

used by the majority, it is standardized and is used in domains such as education and 

other social economic activities. People of Mkoma use Chimakonde as their first 

language or mother tongue (LI) despite the presence of Kiswahili the majority 

language (L2). Again Mkoma is an area which is not far from Newala town. Due to 

this it is likely that the society could be changing with the language and the rate of 

maintenance of the language LI could be decreasing from day to day. The situation 

is however different here where by Chimakonde has remained the mother tongue of 

this society and Kiswahili is used in restricted situations such as communication 

with non-Makonde speakers (inter-ethics communication). This situation attracts the 
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researcher to find out the social and economic factors which have contributed to 

maintenance of Chimakonde in Mkoma village. 

 

1.4 Purpose of the study 

The study intended to examine the social and economic factors that have contributed 

to maintenance of Chimakonde in Mkoma village. 

 

1.5 Research Objectives 

This research was guided by one general objective and four specific objectives. 

 

1.5.1 General Objective 

The general objective of the study was to examine the social and economic factors 

which have contributed to maintenance of Chimakonde in Mkoma village. 

 

1.5.2 Specific Objectives. 

The objectives relating to general objective were as follows; 

i. To examine the domains of use of Chimakonde in Mkoma. 

ii. To examine social and economic factors which have contributed to 

maintenance of Chimakonde in Mkoma. 

iii. To examine significance of using Chimakonde. 
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1.6 Research Questions: 

i.  What are the domains of use of Chimakonde in Mkoma? 

ii.  What are the socio-economic factors which have contributed to                              

 

       maintenance of  Chimakonde in Mkoma? 

  

iii.  What is the significance of using Chimakonde in Mkoma? 

 

1.7 Significance of the study. 

The study helped to document some linguistic aspects of Chimakonde which have 

not been documented before. Also the study provides reference for linguists who are 

interested in Bantu languages. 

Moreover the findings of this study help to make changes in the practical 

implementation of the cultural policy of 1997 so as to rescue and preserve the 

minority languages of Tanzania. Also it helps to solve some of the challenges 

observed such as lack of education about the minority languages and the rationale of 

minority language to its speakers. The findings of this study are important as the 

study revealed the status of Makonde language in relation to its usage in Mkoma 

village. Importantly the findings when put in practice, may help to improve, 

document, solve problems facing the minority languages and filling gap in 

knowledge.  

 

1.8 Scope of the study 

The study about social and economic factors which have contributed to Makonde 

language maintenance was conducted among native speakers of Makonde language 

in Mkoma village of Newala district of Mtwara region. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

2.1   Introduction  

This chapter presents review of literature in the domains of use of languages, social 

and economic factors for language maintenance, significance of the minority 

languages and the theoretical framework. 

 

2.2 Literature review 

This subsection presents the definition of language maintenance, domains of use of 

languages, factors for language maintenance and significance of minority languages. 

 

2.2.1 What is language maintenance? 

Language maintenance is a situation in which a language maintains its vitality even 

under pressure. This occurs when the degree of resistance is strong enough to 

contain any pressure that may be coming from a dominant language (Batibo, 2005). 

The term language maintenance and language shift have been described in literature 

as two sides of the same coin (Fasold, 1990 as sited by Petzell, 2012). In most cases 

the majority language is numerically stronger and powerful than the minority 

languages as regards number of speakers and therefore the mismatch in power 

relations between the groups may result in language shift.      
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2.2.2 Domain of use of languages.  

Most of African countries have a triglosic model of language use because they have 

more than two languages each with a distinct and complementary role. There are ex-

colonial languages, these are  those which are developed and standardized  and are 

used in all high-level official dealings such as in international relation, diplomacy, 

justice, government business and in technical domain such as higher education, 

science, and technology. These languages have higher status and are prestigious. 

The second group of languages is that of languages which are used by majority as 

lingua franca. These are for inter-ethnic communication in domains such as political 

rallies, social services, local trade and commerce, local administration, primary 

courts and popular mass media (Batibo 2005). Also sometimes they are used as 

medium of instruction in lower level of education such as primary education. The 

third group is that of minority languages which are used in limited communication 

within confined areas where speakers of such languages are, and these are used for 

intra-ethic communication, family interaction and cultural expression. Also they are 

used in village activities such as co-operative enterprise and customary courts. The 

minority languages have been under pressure of shifting to majority languages. For 

instance in Tanzania Kiswahili has been affecting minority languages and many of 

them are in shifting process, but there are others which maintain their vitality no 

matter what pressure is upon them. Chimakonde is one of the languages which have 

maintained their vitality. 

 

The dominance of majority language in many African countries such as Tanzania, 

Ethiopia and Botswana has been rising and has taken the place of minority 

languages by dominating family communications and being used in villages. This 
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situation has largely contributed to shifting process because nowadays the minority 

languages are not passed to younger generation in the villages and hence the 

developing children cannot speak their minority languages. In village is where we 

expect that the rate of minority language vitality is higher.  

Studies show that language dominance can be ascertained by observing patterns of 

language use in different contexts (Hasson 2005, UNESCO 2003). This also means 

that by observing language use in different contexts we can be in a position to talk 

about the status of a language, (if it is maintained or if it is in a shifting process or it 

is endangered). Language use in bilinguals is a complex phenomenon that depends 

on external factors and contexts, that may prompt a bilingual individual to act or 

respond in a particular way ( e.g. economic, administration, cultural, political, 

religions etc) and influence a person to use one language rather than the other 

(Romaine 1996). Though this is widely happening in Africa there are some societies 

which have maintain their languages in villages and have been able to successfully 

teach their children their mother tongue due to so many factors. 

 

2.2.3 Factors for language maintenance. 

Several factors account for language maintenance ranging from social, economic 

and individual factors that may help a society to maintain its language. Many 

researches have been done on different societies and scholars have identified the 

following factors. 

 

2.2.3.1 Societal factors. 

Large number of speakers living closely together is one of the factors identified to 

contribute to language maintenance (Hasson 2005). If the minority language 
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speakers live closely together and they are using their language in day to day 

communication it is easy for their language to be maintained. Number of speakers is 

said to be very crucial for language maintenance. Blench (1998 as cited by Batibo 

2005) talked of demographic expansion as a factor for language maintenance. If the 

language has fewer speakers (less than 5000 people) it is considered to be 

endangered, so population of speakers of the language is very important among 

other factors of language maintenance and living together is an added advantage for 

maintenance of the language. 

 

Also, Baker (2006) identified recent and continuing in- migration as a factor for 

language maintenance. The immigration of language speakers from other area to a 

certain area where the same language is spoken ensures sustainability of the 

language. Also Muskgrave (n.d) pointed the in- migration as a factor for language 

maintenance where by out-migration led to language shift as speakers of the 

language will be decreasing but immigration increases the number of speakers of the 

language. This is seen in United States where immigrants from countries all over the 

world have to abandon their languages and use English language hence increasing 

the number of English speakers. 

 

Moreover Burnaby (2013) pointed that lower level of education that restrict social 

and economic mobility can help maintenance of a language. If the society members 

have low level of education and that they cannot be employed in work which are 

considered to have high status and hence restricting their social and economic 

mobility they will maintain their language. This is due to the fact that education is a 

vehicle to economic and social advancement. So if society‟s education level is low 
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no economic and social advancement will prevail and therefore they will still use 

their mother tongue and the majority language will have restricted domains to them. 

 

Charlyn (2008) asserts that if language speakers have emotional attachment to their 

mother tongue, giving self identity and ethnicity the language can be maintained. If 

there is substantial emotional attachment to the minority language as the society 

members feels that their identity is much associated with their language and see it to 

be more important than the dominant language, there language maintenance is 

possible. 

 

UNESCO (2003) pointed that the maintenance of non-dominant languages may be 

dictated by the dominant linguistic culture be it regional or national. The linguistic 

ideology of the state may inspire linguistic minorities to mobilize their populations 

toward the maintenance of their language or they may be forced to abandon.  

Members of the dominant culture shape the ideological environment, propagating a 

value system in which their own language is seen as a positive asset and believed to 

be a unifying symbol for the region or state. Rohan et al (n.d) asserts that attitude 

toward language maintenance vary from one language group to another and from 

one family to the next. 

 

The most commonly used factors in evaluating the vitality of a language is whether 

or not it is being transmitted from one generation to the next (Fishman 1991). 

UNESCO (2003) asserts that language is said to be maintained when the language is 

spoken by all generation and there is no sign of linguistic threat from any other 

language. Rohan et al (n.d) assert that the key point is that, for a language to be 
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maintained it must to be passed on to and be acquired by each generation. Batibo 

(2005) asserts that this may ensure transmission of minority language to younger 

generation as perfect as possible. Transmission of a language to younger generation 

ensures sustainability of the language for the coming generations but if only old 

people speak the language that language is endangered. 

 

Furthermore cultural and religious ceremonies in the home language have an impact 

on language. If there are cultural practices using a minority language or religious 

ceremonies which use the language then that language will still maintain its vitality 

in the given community. This includes the transmission of knowledge of 

environment and other skills in minority language (Greenberg, 1963). Each and 

every language embodies the unique cultural wisdom of the people. Every time the 

language dies we have less evidence for understanding patterns in the structure and 

function of human language, human pre-history and the maintenance of the word 

diverse ecosystem (UNESCO 2003). Therefore language preserves original ethnic 

and cultural identity. Guardado (2002) commented that attachment to ethnic culture 

and family roots helps a person to maintain ethnic language or (L1). Also people 

who are tied to their culture and have emotional ties to L1 are likely to maintain 

their language even if they are living in another speech community. Guardado 

(2002) tells a story of Fay from Hispania who is living in United States. Fay has 

positive attitude towards her parents‟ culture and identity, hence she was able to 

maintain her L1 culture and language.  Commenting on this Michieka (2012) says 

members who continue with their traditional ways of life are likely to maintain their 

language. 
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A place where a person lives affects his/her language choices and use. If a person 

lives in urban or metropolitan areas then he/she has limited chances to use and 

maintain the native language compared to those living in a place where the language 

is spoken by many people (Kouritzin 1999).  Michieka (2012) in her study observed 

that being raised in urban neighbourhood where language of the playground is 

Kiswahili or some kind of code-mixing affected the maintenance of Kenyan‟s ethnic 

languages (context of one‟s up- bringing whether rural or urban). 

 

Scale of vitality is another factor for language maintenance. Tsitsipis (n.d) pointed 

out that the scale of vitality depends on whether the younger generation learn the 

minority language or not and if adults use the language in different settings. If the 

use of minority language is higher that means the language has higher vitality and it 

will be maintained for more generations to come. 

 

Mugane (2003) argues that power is the reason for maintenance or death of a 

language. If the language is used by powerful people in the society it will be 

maintained while that of the powerless speakers will die. Also Mufwene (2008) 

asserts that languages do not engage in wars though they co-exist in competition like 

biological species sharing an econiche and vying for same resources. 

Also marriage among people of the same language ensures language maintenance 

(Musgrave, 2013). Endogamous marriages are viewed as a key to maintain 

languages because the family members will be united by their mother tongue but the 

exogamous marriages are seen as a barrier to language maintenance because these 

people have to adopt a dominant majority language for their day to day 

communication (UNESCO 2003). This is what Rohan et al (n.d) pointed as 
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emphasis on family ties. Parents will be teaching their children the same mother 

tongue hence making the children more exposed to the mother tongue hence 

mastering it. However sometimes endogamous marriages in urban Tanzania have 

not helped children to acquire their parent‟s mother tongue. The reason behind this 

is that parents do not teach their children their mother tongue and family 

communication is through Kiswahili the majority language. Again Rohan etal (n.d) 

said that language maintenance is left to the family or community. It is often parents 

who decide to teach their mother tongue to children. So families have the role in 

this. In the family where  parent both consciously or unconsciously create an 

environment that will nurture the language acquisition (Clyne 2003), home has 

always been cited as a key element in language maintenance. If a language is not 

maintained in the home then it cannot be maintained elsewhere (Comric 1981). In 

many African societies children acquire their mother tongue at home. In Tanzania 

there are no schools which teach ethnic languages so it is only the home that 

provides for mother tongue acquisition. Children of mixed marriage are also affected 

by loss or lack of development of first language skills (Kravin 1992). Michieka 

(2012) says interracial marriages results in limited or no use of ethnic languages at 

home. 

 

According to Kouritzin (1999) a child who is exposed to L1 from childhood is likely 

to maintain the L1 while being exposed to L2 earlier in a child‟s development has 

been mentioned in the literature as damaging to child‟s L1 development often 

resulting in arrested development of child‟s L1 development. 
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UNESCO (2003) asserts that language transmission is sometimes possible as it is a 

language of social roles or practices. For instance in the case on interrelationship 

between maintenance and reindeer herding among the Sami and Nenets where 

traditional language have sometimes survived only as the language of the men 

working in Tundra. Also other languages are learned in adolescence when new 

social roles are adopted eg. Stadin slang, -a pidgin –like Finish – based working 

class vernacular spoken in Helsinki from the late 19
th

 C through the 20 C. Therefore 

by this ways languages are transmitted to younger generations and are maintained.  

 

2.2.3.2 Economic Factors. 

Low social and economic mobility in main occupations is cited as a factor for 

language maintenance (Baker 2005). If the society members are lowly educated and 

cannot have access to higher social economic mobility they will have no reason to 

shift, many of them will remain in their home/villages doing normal activities such 

as hunting, cultivating, keeping animals and the like. This may live no room for 

language transformation as long as they are using it in economic activities and daily 

communication. 

 

 Also Muskgrave (n.d) said that in many societies people with higher income are 

likely to shift to majority language so as to differentiate themselves to people of low 

income. Therefore people with low social and economic mobility are likely to 

maintain their language. According to Michieka (2012) in new forms of labour 

connected with services and creativity, languages turn from tools of communication 

into instruments of work. For example teachers, lawyers or consultants language 
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function both as a tool and the end product of the process. Hence the chance of 

shifting to majority language is high to people in these new forms of labour.  

 

Language maintenance is also linked to land use and control over resources 

(Saarikivi and Marten 2012). If native speakers have control over resources they can 

manage to maintain their language. UNESCO (2002) pointed an example from 

Finish and Norwegian Sami and Native Americans and Australian Aboriginals who 

are involved in a conflict over land/resources control while simultaneously striving 

for language maintenance or revitalization. However sometimes this factor fails to 

successfully maintain minority language, the situation is seen among the Oneida 

speakers (in USA) who have gained significant wealth through gambling industries 

and have developed strong minority identity yet they have not been able to transfer 

their economic success into language.          

                 

UNESCO (2003) pointed out number of factors including the size of minority 

language speakers, transmission, educational rights, and labor related issues. 

Fishman (1991) describe the role of various institutions in language maintenance 

within an ethno-linguistic community such as language schools, libraries, print and 

broadcast media, religious congregations, social clubs, ethnic restaurants and shops. 

Hyltenstam and Stroud framework (1991 as cited by Musgrave n.d) composed of 

societal level factors (e.g. political legal conditions, ideology of majority society, 

economic conditions, visibility of socio-cultural norms in majority society and 

education). Group level factors were (demography where factors such as size, age, 

sex, geographical distribution and degree of exo/endogamy were involved). 
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On another hand Kouritizin (1997) pointed out these factors that accelerate language 

shift; urbanization, being educated with majority language, political factors that 

favour the majority languages, speakers‟ negative attitude and perception toward the 

minority languages and migration. Also Mugane (2003) talked about generation 

growing up in ʻlinguistic strandednessʼ he argues that, clearly there is language shift 

taking place and the shift is about ʻconquestʼ and that language shift is about erasing 

specific cultural and social identities and taking on those of the dominant other.   

 

2.3 Significance of Minority languages. 

Since the minority languages are used in a confined areas they have significance to 

members of the group as they are used for cultural transmission, they convey 

identify of society members in different setting such as in-group or out-group .They 

are used as tools for solidarity and cohesion of society members. They serve as a 

means of socialization and social relations. The minority languages also serve as 

vehicles of thought and intelligence (Batibo 2005). Researches on language 

maintenance have been done in different societies inside and outside the country but 

still many ethnic languages of Tanzania have not been covered. So the researcher 

found it important to find out the social and economic factors that have led to 

Makonde language maintenance in Mkoma village in particular. 

 

2.4. Theoretical Framework 

This study is guided by Auburger‟s (1990) theory of languages maintenance, he 

proposed a model for language maintenance and pointed out five factors that help to 

sustain proficiency in minority language these are; Strict dialogic use of the minority 

and dominant language, emotional attachment to the minority language, a written 
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mode of the minority languages to enhance the oral mode; a process of 

reinforcement of the community by the setting of other speakers of the language 

from the main source of origin. Auburger advanced this theory to suggest how 

diglosic situation may be maintained. 

Auburgerʼs theory of language maintenance relates to this study in the sense that the 

theory gives a model of factor for language maintenance that has been proven to 

explain maintenance of some African minority languages. This study was also 

intended to find out social and economic factors for Makonde language maintenance 

in Mkoma. This theory is known as proficiency resistance model. Batibo and 

Tsonope in 1999 studied Nama speakers of Mathatlaganya ward of Tsabond in 

Southwest Botswana where they found that the situation of the speakers correspond 

well with the factors described in Auburgersʼ model. 

 

Since Giles et al (1977) proposed interaction of theories in research then Haugensʼ 

(1974) approach of language ecology was also used in the study. 

This approach brings an ecological perspective to language maintenance and shift. 

These are factors that describe the interactions between languages and their 

environment. It was first advocated by Haugen (1974 in Van Aswegen 2008) who 

stated that; 

          The struggle between   dominated and dominant groups for the right to 

survive  

          include what I have called the ʻecology of languageʼ By  which I mean that the    

          preservation of language is part of human ecology, which in  turn is a brand 

of the  

         larger disciplines of sociology and  political  science. 

  

Then the question is “What are the socioeconomic factors that make language 

endure all obstacles and survive?” 
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Again Haugen (1972 in Van Aswegen 2012) posed ten ecology questions that needs 

to be asked for a given language situation (with their disciplinary subdivision) 

1. How the language is classified vis-à-vis another language? 

(historical and descriptive linguistics) 

2.  Who use the language? (linguistic demography) 

3. What are the domains of the language? (sociolinguistics) 

4. What other languages are used by its speakers? (dialinguistics) 

5. What are language‟s internal varieties? (dialectology) 

6. What are its written traditions? (philosophy) 

7. What is the language‟s degree of standardization? (prescriptive linguistics) 

8. What institutional support does the language have?  (glotopolitics) 

9. What attitude towards the language is held by its speakers? (ethnolingustics) 

10. Where do all these factor place the language in relation to other languages? 

(ecological classification)  

Since the theory seek to explain  situation and environment of languages in contact 

situation it relate to this study because the study‟s intention is to find out the social 

and economic environments which fever Makonde language hence contributing to 

its maintenance.   

 

2.5. Research gap  

It is difficult to establish a comprehensive list of factors which contribute to 

language maintenance because languages exist in different setting and are used by 

different societies and social networks.  Some factors may seem to be the same. 

Various studies have addressed language maintenance of minority groups; Hasson 

(2005) addressing Language Maintenance in Hispanic University students (USA), 
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UNESCO (2003) Language Vitality and Endangerment, Van Aswegen (2008) 

Language Maintenance and Shift in Ethiopia; The case of Maale, Michieka (2012) 

Language Maintenance and Shift among Kenyan University students, Legère (1992) 

Language shift in Tanzania, Mekacha (1993) Is Tanzania diglossic? The status and 

role of minority languages, Mochiwa (1979) The impact of Kiswahili on ethnic 

languages: A case from Handeni district   and the like. These researches have been 

done in different environment and settings not in Chimakonde. Because every 

language is unique and every language needs to be researched and documented, 

therefore this research intended to find out the socioeconomic factors that have 

contributed to Makonde language maintenance specifically.  

  

2.6. Summary of the Chapter   

The review of literature on domains of languages, socioeconomic factors for 

language maintenance and significance of minority languages have been presented 

in this chapter. Also theoretical frameworks used in the study and the research gap 

have been presented. The next chapter present research methodology used in this 

study.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Introduction 

This section presents research methodologies that were used in the study. It consists 

of research design, research approach, population of the study, sample size, 

sampling techniques, data collection methods and procedures, data management and 

analysis and ethical considerations. 

 

3.2. Research design 

The research used descriptive design because the data collected were descriptive 

data on socioeconomic factors for language maintenance. The researcher used 

descriptive design to explore data on context of language use and on social and 

economic factors for language maintenance in Mkoma village. It allowed an in depth 

investigation of these phenomena. The respondents were randomly selected from the 

population. Also the researcher gathered primary data using interviews and 

questionnaires. Data collected were qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed by 

establishing codes and drawing inferences.  

A case study design enabled the researcher to investigate the situation of language 

use in social and economic environment of Mkoma residents and obtained detailed 

information regarding language maintenance in a natural environment. 

 

3.3. Research Approach 

Qualitative and quantitative approaches were used in this study, because the 

researcher collected description and numerical data on social and economic factors 

for language (Chimakonde) maintenance in Mkoma through interviews and 
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questionnaires. Qualitative data were analyzed by establishing categories and 

applying them through coding and drawing inferences and conclusions. Quantitative 

data were analyzed by establishing categories and applying them through tabulation 

and drawing statistical inferences and conclusions.  

 

3.4 Population 

This study involved native speakers of Chimakonde who are living in Mkoma as a 

targeted population. These represented other Makonde language speakers who have 

maintained their language. Target population means members or individuals a 

particular researcher wants to represent in the study (Vans, 1990). 

 

3.4.1 Sample Size 

The study involved forty respondents where by all were native speakers of 

Chimakonde. Researcher estimated that this number of respondents was presentable 

in the light of the method of data collection, time and financial constraints. A sample 

is the representation of the population being studied (Mason and Bramble 1997). 

Only native speakers were involved because they are the one using Chimakonde in 

their daily communication and they are the ones responsible for maintaining their 

language.   

 

3.4.2 Sampling Technique 

The researcher consulted the Ward Executive Officer and asked for the list of names 

of the dwellers of Mkoma village. From the list, groups of two hundred names were 

prepared by writing down their names on paper-slips. Paper-slips were mixed 

thoroughly in a box and then one paper-slip was chosen (without looking). Then 
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from the picked paper-slip (with two hundred names) the first forty even numbers 

were chosen. These people chosen were the sample the researcher worked with. This 

method was used because it provided a chance to every individual to participate in 

the study. 

  

3.5 Data collection instruments 

Kombo and Tromp (2006) indicated that data collection refers to gathering specific 

information aimed at providing or refuting some facts. The method used in data 

collection in this study included oral interviews and questionnaires. Interviews were 

recorded and then transcribed and read out in the couple of times to get a 

familiarization until patterns started to emerge. Themes and descriptions with the 

accompanying quotes were used to elaborate the results. 

 

 3.5.1 Interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with fifteen respondents who were 

purposively selected. The consultant identified the respondents who were able to 

read and write so the first twenty five respondents were given questionnaires and the 

remaining fifteen respondents were interviewed. Open and closed-ended questions 

were employed so as to get as much as possible information about social and 

economic factors for language maintenance in Mkoma. Semi-structured interview 

allow the researcher to have a list of issues to address and questions to ask 

(Denscombe, 1998). Questions were orally asked and answers were recorded after 

seeking permission from respondents. Interviews were conducted in Kiswahili as a 

working language. This method gave the researcher a chance to ask probing 

questions and ask for clarification of ideas from respondents where necessary. 
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3.5.2 Questionnaires 

The research distributed questionnaires to twenty five people who were purposively 

selected basing on their ability to read and write Kiswahili. Questionnaires were 

written in Kiswahili as a working language. The rationale of using this method was 

mainly because it helped to give the respondents an anonymous way of expressing 

their views especially on factors for language maintenance. Also it helped to collect 

minimum information and minimized interview bias. 

 

3.5.3 Observation 

Observation method was employed by the researcher to validate some of the 

information obtained through interview and questionnaire. The method was essential 

to this study because it gave the researcher first-hand information concerning 

domain of Makonde language use and the socioeconomic factors for language 

maintenance in Mkoma. The researcher paid a visit to the market, on play grounds, 

at the mart and at the dispensary to observe language use.    

 

3.6 Data Management and Analysis 

Qualitative data were analyzed by establishing categories and applying them through   

coding and drawing inferences and conclusions and quantitative data were analyzed 

by establishing categories and applying them through tabulation and drawing 

statistical inferences and conclusions.   

 

3.7 Research Ethic 

The researcher asked for permission from the university authority and got a letter 

which introduced her to Mkoma local government leaders. When in the field she 
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consulted the native speakers of Chimakonde. In the field she introduced herself to 

respondents and asked for their willingness to respond to questionnaires and 

interview questions and being recorded. Also the researcher acknowledged the 

respondents in the field and when writing this research report. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Introduction  

This chapter presents data collected through interviews and questionnaires 

administered to Makonde speakers and its analysis and discussion. It contains 

demographic characteristics of respondents. These are distribution of respondents 

according to their age, education level, and their occupations. It also shows pattern 

of use of Chimakonde in Mkoma, social economic factors that have contributed to 

maintenance of Chimakonde and significance of using Chimakonde to Makonde 

speakers living in Mkoma. 

 In this chapter data are presented according to the major research objectives.  

 

4.2 Demographic characteristics of respondents 

 Here the information about age of respondents, education level and their occupation 

are presented.  

 

4.2.1 Distribution of respondents according to their age. 

 The research wanted to know the age of respondents. In order to achieve this, a 

question was set in the questionnaires and during interviews. The question was 

orally asked to the respondents. Distribution of respondents according to their age is 

presented in a Chart 1 below.  
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Figure 1: Distribution of the respondent according to their age  

Distribution of the respondent according to their age

32.20%

37.50%

13% 13%

5%

20-32 33-45 46-58 59 and above

 

Source, Research Data 2014   

 

The figure above shows that the respondents who were between seven and nineteen 

years old were thirteen. This accounts for thirty two point five percent of the whole 

sample. Those between twenty and thirty two years were fifteen which equals to 

thirty seven point five percent. People who were between thirty three and forty five 

years old were five which equals to thirteen percent also those respondents with age 

between forty six and fifty eight were five accounting for thirteen percent. 

Respondents aged fifty nine and above were two accounting for five percent. This 

distribution of respondents according to their age shows that all age group were 

represented though it is not in equal number but the study has covered all age 

groups. Because the researcher focused those native residents of Mkoma hence this 

implies that all age groups use Chimakonde due to the fact that the language is 

transmitted to younger generation.  
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4.2.2. Distribution of respondents according to their education level 

 The second question was set to get information about respondents‟ education levels. 

The results are summaries in a figure 2 below.    

Figure 2: Distribution of respondents according to their education level 

72.50%

17.50%

2.50% 2.50% 5%

Primary education Secondary 
education

College University None

Distribution of respondent according to their education level

 

                    Chart 2: Source, Research data 2014 

 

The respondents with primary education were twenty nine. These account for 

seventy two point five percent of the total sample size. Respondents with secondary 

education were seven which account for seventeen point five percent. Respondent 

who has attended college was one which presents two point five percent and one 

respondent with university education this equals to two point five percent. Those 

who have not gone to school were two which equals to five percent.  From this data 

it is clear that many respondents are lowly educated and others have no education at 

all. According to Guardado (2012) low level of education contributes to language 
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maintenance because people with low education are likely to use their minority 

languages in many domains. In a questionnaire a respondent wrote; 

                   Kwa sababu hawana elimu, elimu huchangia kupotosha lugha ya asili. 

Mfano   

                   ukienda shuleni unatakiwa kuongea Kiswahili au Kiingereza lakini   

                  wasiokwenda shuleni hutumia lugha ya asili. 

 

                  Because they are not educated, education affects indigenous language. 

For  

                  instance in schools only Kiswahili and English are used but for those 

who are       

                  not educated they use their indigenous language. (Source, Questionnaire 

                  February 2014) 

 

Though these speakers use Kiswahili on some occasions, they prefer using 

Chimakonde more than Kiswahili. 

4.2.3 Distribution of respondents according to their occupations  

The occupations of respondents were asked. The responses obtained from the forty 

respondents are presented in a figure 3 below. 

Figure 3: Distribution of respondents according to their occupations 

15%
2.50%

80%

2.50%

students government  
workers

peasants self employed

Distribution  respondents according to their occupations

 

Source, Research Data 2014 
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Thirty two of the respondents were peasants who account for eighty percent of the 

whole sample. This implies that the Mkoma residents are peasants and just having 

small farms which are just for food crops production and cash crops such as 

coconuts and cashew nuts. There were six students these accounts for fifteen 

percent. One government worker and one person with self-employment (craft man). 

 

4.3 Domains of language use in Mkoma 

The researcher examined the domains of Chimakonde in Mkoma. In order to meet 

this objective the researcher set a question in the questionnaire and orally asked the 

question in interviews. The responses given showed that Chimakonde is used in 

family communication, in market by buyers and sellers, in cooperative works in 

society, in burial ceremonies and wedding ceremonies (except for the religious 

masses, though respondents said that in preaching both languages are used 

(Kiswahili and Chimakonde) One of the respondents said: 

                             Mapadre wa Kimakonde wale huwa wanachanganya …..hasa 

katika 

                             mahubiri, wanapotoa mifano. 

 

                             Priests who are Makonde use both languages Kiswahili and  

                             Chimakonde)………..especially when preaching or giving 

examples.    

                             (Source; Interview with respondent 14/2/2014) 

 

 

Chimakonde is also used in daily activities which include productive works such as 

in farms, hunting and grazing and other cooperative works. 

 

In Mkoma most of the people are bilinguals speaking Chimakonde and Kiswahili. 

These are the languages that most of the people in Mkoma are exposed to. The 
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research findings reveal that the first language to be acquired is Chimakonde and 

then Kiswahili is being learned later. As this response from a respondent illustrate: 

                             

                    Kiswahili tunawafundisha kidogo kidogo hasa tunapowatuma vitu 

lakini  

                    watoto wanaweza zaidi Kimakonde. 

 

                    We teach them Kiswahili especially when we are asking them to bring 

things, 

                   but they know Chimakonde better than Kiswahili (Source; Interview 

with  

                   respondent 14/2/2014) 

 

 

There are also a few multilingual who speak the neighbouring languages such as 

Yao and Makua and few others who speak English. The figure 4 below shows 

distribution of respondents according to number of languages they speak. 

Figure 4: Distribution of respondents according to the number of languages 

they speak  

7.50%

85%

5%

Monolingual 
(Makonde)

Bilingual (Makonde 
and Kiswahili)

Multilingual

Distribution of respondents according to the number of 
languages they speak

 

Source, Research data 2014 
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Bilingualism and multilingualism can be examined as the possession of language of 

the individual (individual characteristics) in social group, community, region or 

country (Baker 2006). An individual uses the languages according to situations such 

as with whom he/she is talking to and where and why. Therefore the context is an 

important factor for language choice. People in Mkoma use Chimakonde in different 

domains. As summarized in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1: Context of languages  

 Context/Domain Kiswahili  

language 

Chimakonde 

1 The home and family    

2 Business and commerce     

3 Social and cultural 

activities 

   

4 Correspondence with 

relative and friends 

   

5 Correspondence with 

government departments 

eg. Meetings and 

customary court   

    

6 Religious activities     

7 Schooling    

8 Work     

Source, Research data 2014 

 

According to Baker (2006) individual use of language moves into language 

production across an encyclopedia of everyday contexts and events, he calls this 

ʻfunctional bilingualismʼ. Functional bilingualism concerns when, where and with 

who people use their two languages. In the field it was clearly observed that the 
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bilinguals of Mkoma speak the two languages by considering the context. The use of 

Chimakonde is high compared to Kiswahili. Even in domains that are usually 

dominated by Kiswahili (the majority language) such as in government 

correspondence and at the dispensary. The Village Executive Officer (VEO) said,  

                         ….tunatumia Kimakonde katika mikutano ili kuleta uelewa zaidi 

                         ….we use Makonde language in meetings to bring more    

                         understanding (Source; Interview with respondent 10/2/2014) 

 

 A nurse at the dispensary said that it was hard for her to serve these people so she 

needed someone to translate to her. 

                Wakati naanza kazi nilikuwa napata shida kuelewana na baadhi ya 

                wagonjwa kwani wapo wanaokuja na kuongea Kimakonde. 

                Hivyo mwenzangu ambaye ni mzoefu alikuwa  ananisaidia  kutafsiri.     

                Hivyo nimelazimika  kujifunza na kujua  majina ya sehemu za mwili ili 

niweze      

                kuwahudumia. 

 

               When I started working it was hard to understand the patients, because  

               some of them use Chimakonde. My fellow who is an experienced nurse 

helped  

               me by translating. Therefore I have been obligated to learn names of body 

parts   

               in  Chimakonde in order to serve them. (Source; Interview with a nurse  

               15/2/2014) 

 

 

 

4.3.1 Language patterns in Mkoma 

Mkoma, like many other areas in Africa, has got a three-tier structure of language 

pattern. At the top there is an ex-colonial language that is English which holds 

official status and is used as a language of higher education. For Mkoma it is taught 

in primary school as a subject and in a ward secondary school as the language of 

instruction and in technical fields such as in the dispensary. 
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Also it is used as a language of modern science and technology that are available in 

the village. Few educated people (native Makonde speakers living in Mkoma) who 

speak English have limited domains of using it. 

Then at the middle level, there is Kiswahili which is the majority language in 

Tanzania. It is a lingua franca spoken occasionally. Many people know Kiswahili 

but not all. At the bottom there is Chimakonde which is spoken by all people (more 

than those speaking English and Kiswahili. Therefore these can be presented as a 

pyramid. 

Figure 5: Language pattern.   Source, Research Data 2014 

 

 Chimakonde is used daily in many contexts compared to other languages. The 

mastery of Chimakonde is high compared to Kiswahili. This response proves this. 

                       Yaani mtu kama hajui Kimakonde basi si Mmakonde. 

                       If a person does not know Chimakonde then that person is not a   

                     Makonde.     

                       (Source; Interview with respondent 13/2/2014).   
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Similarly another respondent said:  

                      Hakuna watoto wa Kimakonde wasiojua Kimakonde bali wapo 

wasiojua  

                     Kiswahili.  

                       All Makonde children knows Chimakonde but there are others who do 

not         

                     know Kiswahili.       

                     (Source; Interview with respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

The language pattern in Mkoma relates to what Batibo (2005) commented, that 

many Africa people particularly those with education have three languages in their 

repertoire namely an ex-colonial language, an indigenous lingua franca and their 

mother tongue. Many however know one or two more languages which they have 

been learnt from neighbouring community or through association with speakers of 

other languages. Also the majority are bilinguals with one minority language. 

However now the situation has changed where there is a group with majority 

language only. Rubagumya (1990) said that Swahili is the mother tongue of 

approximately 10% of the population in Tanzania. This number is increasing every 

day. 

  

4.4 Who speak Chimakonde in Mkoma.  

Among the residents of Mkoma there are native Chimakonde speakers, these are 

many compared to other groups. They speak Chimakonde fluently and in many 

domains. Also there are immigrants from neighbouring villages some are native 

Makonde others are Yao and Makua who are non-native Makonde. Some have 
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learned to speak Chimakonde but others can understand it but are not able to speak 

it. In an interview a respondent said:  

                      Siku za kwanza wanatumia Kiswahili lakini baadaye wanajifunza           

                      Kimakonde, wapo ambao hawawezi kusema lakini wanaelewa. 

 

                       When they come they use Kiswahili but later on they learn 

Chimakonde  

                       ……..there are those who understand it but cannot speak.                         

                       (Source; Interview with respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

  

It is easy for the immigrants especially Yao to learn the language because the two 

languages (Chimakonde and Yao) relate in one way or another. For instance some 

vocabularies are the same that is why Guthrie (1947) grouped these languages in 

zone P 20 (Makonde Yao, Mabiha). Therefore in the field it was revealed that 

Chimakonde is spoken fluently by all age groups and this includes children youth 

and elders. 

 

4.5 Social factors for language maintenance in Mkoma  

Baker (2006) asserts that there is no language without a language community. Since 

this study takes a sociolinguistic perspective, it has focused on social activities, 

social class and groups and other interpersonal factors that have helped maintenance 

of Chimakonde in Mkoma. The second objective set by the researcher was to 

examine the social factors that have contributed to maintenance of Chimakonde in 

Mkoma. The following question was set in order to achieve this objective “What are 

the social factors that have contributed to Chimakonde maintenance in Mkoma?” 

The respondents were required to list social factors that have helped them to 

maintain their language. In the interviews respondents were asked ʻʻWhy they use 

Chimakonde in social activities?” The responses were as follows; 
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4.5.1 Speakers attitude toward Chimakonde 

Speakers of a language hold a key to the continuation of their language because they 

view it as their language (they own it more than other languages). The speakers view 

that Kiswahili as a majority language is not theirs, it is a language of others who 

they call “Waswahili”. To them Chimakonde is their language and Kiswahili is not, 

they perceive it as a language of other people. In an interview with a respondent she 

said:  

                      Tunatumia Kimakonde kwa sababu ndio lugha yetu. 

                      We use Chimakonde because it is our language. (Source; Interview 

with  

                      respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

Also in another interview a respondent commented that:    

                      Watoto wadogo tunawafunza Kiswahili lakini Kimakonde ndio   

                      lugha yao.  

                            

                      Their language is Chimakonde but we teach them Kiswahili                         

                      (Source; Interview with respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

 So to this society Chimakonde is unmarked but Kiswahili is marked in a sense that 

they perceive Chimakonde as their language and not Kiswahili from early 

childhood. They have high esteem toward Chimakonde compared to other languages 

hence reducing influence from Kiswahili and other languages. Batibo (2005) 

commented that the speakers‟ attitudes depend heavily on the status and prestige of 

their language such prestige result from their perception of its symbolic or utilitarian 

value. The Chimakonde speakers‟ perception is that it is their language and a symbol 

of belonging, because being born Makonde is not enough but speaking the language 

adds more value to a speaker. If a person does not speak and use the language he/she 
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is not “mmakonde” but ʻmswahiliʼ. In an interview with a respondent this was 

clearly noticed: 

                       Wajukuu zangu wanakaa mbali wakija hapa wanaongea Kiswahili 

kwa   

                      kuwa sasa wamegeuka tu waswahili. 

  

                     My grandchildren do not live here when they come they only use 

Swahili.  

                     They have become Swahili. (Source; Interview with respondent 

14/2/2014) 

 

Their love to Chimakonde has been encouraging them to use Chimakonde in 

different occasions without being embarrassed. This is what Baker (2006) 

commented that a person may use a minority language as a form of affiliation or 

belonging to a group. 

 

Their language is important for their identification and socialization with other 

community members rather than using the majority language, so long as the 

speakers value their language and are proud of it then the language is maintained in 

this society. Generally this proves that their attitude toward Chimakonde language is 

positive. This concurs with Bakerʼs (2006) definition of attitude that is feelings, 

reaction or emotional disposition toward an idea concept or phenomena whereby it 

has three components; cognitive involving thought and beliefs; the affective 

concerned with feelings and the connotative referring to readiness to act.  

 

4.5.2 Absence of adjacent culturally dominant group 

 Absence of adjacent culturally dominant group in Mkoma contributes to language 

maintenance. Mkoma village is in Nambunga ward of Newala district. The village 
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itself has got four streets which are Mkoma kati, Temeke, Ndingwike and Mpakani. 

These four streets are occupied by Makonde speaking people. 

Other villages neighbouring Mkoma like Chitekete on the northeast, Nnauke on the 

southeast Chiwambo at western side and Malatu in the northwest side and in the 

south there is a small village called Nnambe. All these adjacent villages are 

occupied by Makonde speaking communities with the same dialect, beliefs and 

culture.  

Though there are other people in Mkoma who are not Makonde such as Yao and 

Makua and few government workers. These few immigrants do not have influence 

on this community‟s language practices. When a respondent was asked which 

language is used in village meetings he confessed: 

                      Tunatumia lugha zote mbili Kimakonde na Kiswahili. 

 

                      We use both Chimakonde and Kiswahili. (Source; Interview with  

                      respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

When researcher asked why Chimakonde was used in public meeting he replied by 

saying, 

                      Ili kuleta uelewa zaidi. 

                      We use it in order to make people understand.                      

                      (Source;Interview with a respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

Some leaders such as Village Executive Officer, Ward Educational Coordinator and 

others working in the village are Makonde so this makes it easier for them to use 
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Chimakonde in public meetings. This is also possible because even the immigrants 

understand the language. In an interview with respondents she said that: 

 

                      Hata akiwa Myao tunaongea nae tu Kimakonde wengi wanasikia   

                     (wanaelewa) wanakosa tu kuongea.  

 

                     Even if he/she is Yao we speak Chimakonde with him/her, they listen  

                     (understand) but cannot speak it. (Source; Interview with a respondent  

                     13/2/2014) 

 

 

These few Yao and Makua come from far villages and they are those who are 

married by Makonde speaking people. Most of those who immigrate to Mkoma 

learn the language and use it. In another interview a respondent told the researcher 

that: 

                     Kwa miaka  miwili ya kwanza huwa wanaongea Kiswahili lakini 

baadae  

                    wanajifunza Kimakonde. 

  

                    For the first two years they use Swahili but later they learn 

Chimakonde.                             

                    (Source; Interview with a respondent 12/2/2014) 

 

 

4.5.3 The language of tradition and culture 

Chimakonde is a language of traditional and cultural ties. Makonde speaking people 

have their dominant culture and tradition that are maintained over years such as 

rituals, initiation ceremonies (Jando and Unyago) whereby girls and boys must pass 

through. Boys and girls (aged 7-13) are taken to the bush where elders and other 

boys/girls who have already been initiated teach them their responsibilities as they 

are now becoming full citizen/members  of the society this goes together with 
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circumcision for boys. They stay there for two weeks to one month. The teachings in 

the bush are conducted using Chimakonde. A male respondent said: 

                    Jandoni Kimakonde hutumika kwa kuwa kuna mambo yasiyo ya wazi 

nayo                            

                    hufundishwa kwa Kimakonde. 

 

                   Chimakonde is used in initiation ceremonies (Jandoni) because there     

                   are taboo issues that are taught in Chimakonde. (Source; Interview with 

a   

                    respondent 12/2/2014) 

 

 

 

This reveals that the language is very vital for this traditional practice. Similarly 

another female respondent said: 

                     Unyagoni tunatumia tu Kimakonde kwa sababu wafundaji na watoto  

                     hawajui Kiswahili. 

 

                     We use Chimakonde in initiation ceremonies because both children and   

                     those who train them do not know Kiswahili. (Source; Interview with  

                     respondent 15/2/2014) 

 

 

These initiation ceremonies are very important for Makonde so as to be accepted by 

a society, without passing through it a person is regarded as a child even if he/she is 

old. Issues such as responsibilities of male and female in marriage, these include  

how to choose and handle a marriage partner, respect to others especially elders, 

cleanliness and roles of male and female in family and society. A person who has 

not passed through this process can be segregated in some occasion as he/she is 

called „nnemba‟ (boys) or „nahaku‟ (girls) (still a child). All these practices are 

accompanied by dances such as ʻSindimbaʼ, ʻSingengeʼ, ʻLimbondoʼ and ʻMzobeʼ 

which are done in Chimakonde. 
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Also Makonde have rituals which are conducted for different purposes. For instance 

when there is no rain the elders conduct a ritual to please ancestors to let the rain 

fall. These rituals are conducted in Chimakonde. On this a respondent said: 

                      Tunafanya matambiko kwenye shida kama kuomba  mvua. Lugha  

                      inayotumika ni Kimakonde lakini si hiki tunachoongea. Ni lugha ya  

                      kitambiko…………ni Kimakonde cha ndani kabisa. 

 

                      We conduct rituals when we have problems such as when it is not 

raining.  

                      We use Chimakonde which is different from this normal language we 

are  

                      using. It is a deep Chimakonde used only in rituals. (Source; Interview 

with  

                      respondent 15/2/2014) 

 

 

In this case the elders are responsible for conducting these rituals. They are the ones 

who know the language of rituals as this respondent said:  

                       Mimi siwezi nikawika  palipo bibi au  mama. 

                       I cannot reign in my mother’s or grandmother’s presence. (Source;   

                       Interview with respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

 

When elders are praying the younger ones are just listening. Another respondent 

said:  

                       Tunatumia Kimakonde kwa sababu  mababu zetu walikuwa  

wamakonde  

                       hiyo ndiyo lugha wanayoelewa. 

 

                       We use Chimakonde because it is the language that our ancestors  

                       understand because they were also Makonde. (Source; Interview    

                       with respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

This reveals that the language holds even beliefs of this society. To them their 

ancestors are Makonde so they cannot speak/pray to them in another language. The 

kind of language that is used is that which was used long ago, that is why elders are 

responsible to pray. 
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Rituals are also conducted when the initiation ceremonies are about to start. Before 

girls and boys are taken to the bush the elders conduct rituals (kutia pepesi au 

tumbaku). These are prayers by elders so that the children could stay safe in the bush 

and for boys so that the circumcision could be successful and safe.     

This kind of ritual is called „kulipeta‟ and it is conducted under a large tree with 

water in a cattle and millet. Water is swallowed and being spit out on a person‟s 

head or down and millet is spilled down by a person who is to pray before starting to 

pray.  Chimakonde is the language for all these rituals. This makes it contribute to 

the maintenance of Chimakonde in Mkoma. The presence of traditional and cultural 

practices in indigenous language makes the language usable and important because 

it is part of their beliefs and customs which have existed for years. This is what 

Baker (2006) pointed out as one among the factors for language maintenance that is 

the presence of religious and cultural ceremonies in the home language. 

 

4.5.4 Number of Chimakonde speakers in Mkoma 

Moreover Makonde language speakers are many in this village than any other 

language speakers. They are living in the village closely together with few 

immigrants of other languages. They use their language daily with limited domains 

of using the majority language. In an interview with the VEO he said:  

                       Wahamiaji  wa kutoka mbali (wasio wamakonde) ni wachache. 

                       Non-Makonde immigrants are few. (Source; Interview with a VEO  

                       13/2/2014) 

 

Similarly another respondent replied: 

                       Wahamiaji ni wafanyakazi wa serikali kama manesi na walimu,nao si   

                       wengi, hawazidi kumi. 
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                       Immigrants are public workers such as nurses and teachers who are 

few  

                      not more than ten (Source; Interview with a respondent 15/2/2014) 

 

 

Then if the immigrants are few in a population of more than 3000 people, then 

having few immigrants minimize pressure from other languages hence helps the 

maintenance of Chimakonde by its speakers who live close to each other in Mkoma.  

 

4.5.5 Scale of vitality of Makonde language  

The scale of vitality of Chimakonde is very high in the sense that the rate of 

acquisition of Chimakonde by children is very high. Children in the home context, 

playgrounds and some school context use Chimakonde to communicate. It has been 

revealed in the study that the first language to be acquired is Chimakonde. In the 

sample of forty   respondents only two learned Kiswahili first because they were 

raised out of Mkoma. The other thirty eight respondents acquired Chimakonde first. 

Following the question “What language did you learn first before schooling?” The 

respondents replied: 

                          Lugha ya kwanza kujifunza ni Kimakonde. 

                         The first language to acquire was Chimakonde. (Source; Interview 

with  

                         respondents 10-16/2/2014) 

 

Similarly another respondent said: 

                         Watoto  wasiojua Kimakonde hawapo lakini watoto wasiojua 

Kiswahili  

                         wapo kwa kuwa lugha yao ya kwanza ni Kimakonde. 

 

                        All children know Chimakonde because it is their first language but 

there  

                        are some children who do not know Kiswahili. (Source; Interview 

with   

                        respondent 13/2/2014) 
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 The researcher witnessed children speaking Chimakonde in their school compounds 

(outside the classes). These were pupils of lower classes (standard one and two). For 

pupil in standard five to seven there are laws that prohibit them to use Chimakonde 

in school compounds and punishments such as strokes, digging holes etc are 

administered to those who break the rules.  

  

All age groups in Mkoma speak Chimakonde. This is because they acquire the 

language from early childhood and use it in their daily activities. This makes it more 

vital. Fishman (1991) commented that the most commonly used factor in evaluating 

the vitality of a language is whether or not it is being transmitted from one 

generation to the next. This ensures sustainability of the language for the coming 

generations. Also UNESCO (2003) sees that language is maintained if it is spoken 

by all generations. 

 

4.5.6 Language of social roles and practices 

Makonde language is the language of social roles and practices. In this society male 

and female have got different roles for instance male are responsible for hunting, 

grazing, building and other roles that are performed by males. Women are 

responsible for taking care of children including fetching water, washing clothes and 

dishes and other roles at home context. While performing all these roles the Mkoma 

Makonde speaking people uses their language. This is due to the fact that the roles 

are performed with people who know Chimakonde such as family members or other 

relatives, neighbours and friend. The language that is used in performing these social 

roles is Chimakonde hence contributing to its maintenance. 
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4.5.7 Family ties and community cohesion 

Family ties and community cohesion is another factor for maintenance of 

Chimakonde in Mkoma village. In Mkoma most of the marriages are endogamous 

except for the few people who have married Yao women from Lulindi. All these 

kind of married (endogamous and exogamous) people with their children living in 

Mkoma interact with the community which use Chimakonde. As the researcher 

pointed earlier that the main language for communication is Chimakonde, even other 

immigrants use it. So the children of these families use Chimakonde in their day to 

day communication. 

 

 It has been noted by Rohan etal (2005) that family has a major role in transmission 

of a language from one generation to another. It is clear that the family (parents, 

siblings and other members of extended families) together with the community 

around a child or person have got great influence on the choice and use of 

languages. In the questionnaires and in interviews one of researcher‟s objectives was 

to examine the contexts (domains) where Makonde language is used. 95% of the 

respondents said that they use Chimakonde at home with family members‟ 

neighbours and friends. In an interview with a respondent she replied that: 

                         Kimakonde ndio kinachotawala  

                           We always use Makonde language (Source; Interview with a 

respondent    

                         13/2/2014) 

 

Another respondent replied: 

                        Kwa kuwa tumekutana wamakonde tutaongea tu Kimakonde 

                        We speak Chimakonde because all of us are Makonde.                         

                        (Source; Interview with a respondent 12/2/2014) 
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4.5.8 Low social mobility 

The Mkoma society members have low social mobility, this helps to maintain the 

language. Most of the residents are small scale farmers growing maize, cassava, 

coconuts, cashew nuts and peanuts for subsistence. What they produce is mainly for 

their consumption and little is being sold so that they could buy other needs. There 

are no circumstances that force them to use the majority language, because all their 

activities are done with family members or the same community members who use 

Chimakonde. Interactions with outsiders are very minimal. Also there are others 

who keep animals especially goats and hen also in small scale. Therefore their social 

mobility is low hence maintenance of Chimakonde. 

Their low social mobility also does not attract speakers of other language to 

immigrate into their village. If there had been job opportunities or industries and 

other institutions such as (universities etc) then speakers from other languages could 

immigrate into the area and bring changes to this society. This is because most of the 

population is lowly educated thus could not be employed as skilled workers who use 

the majority language as a tool of work such as teachers, lawyers and the like. Also 

many people are living in poverty so their social mobility is restricted in this sense 

the majority language has restricted domains because their works do not need the 

majority language. In the farms, grazing and in their businesses they normally use 

Chimakonde. The majority cannot improve their social life hence contributing to 

language maintenance. 
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4.5.9 Dominant Linguistic culture 

Dominant linguistic culture of the state and the Mkoma community has contributed 

to maintenance of Chimakonde. The members of this community are free by law to 

use their language. There are no national laws that suppress members of the minority 

languages to use their languages in their context. In Tanzania there are more than 

160 minority languages. Every speech  community  is free  to use  their language in 

their  context though it is clear  that the national language is Kiswahili  and is to be  

used in public  places but there are no circumstances that restrict a person  to use  

his/her  minority  language in  some public places. While in their homeland the 

Mkoma Makonde speakers use their language at the dispensary and in government 

correspondence. The researcher witnessed this when she was in the VEO office 

where there were cases with parents who did not send their children to school (ward 

secondary school). The case was conducted in Chimakonde. 

When the VEO was asked about it he said that they normally use Chimakonde. Even 

in village meetings they use Chimakonde and Kiswahili. The VEO commented: 

                                Tunapofanya mikutano lazima utachanganya (lugha) ili                       

                                kuleta uelewa zaidi. 

 

                                We use both languages in village meets so as to                                        

                                bring more understanding. (Source; Interview with                       

                                respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

 

There are no laws that restrict the minority groups to use their minority languages. 

Also the people in Mkoma use Chimakonde at the. In the conversation with one of 

the nurses at Mkoma dispensary she clearly admits this (see page 35) 
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Member of this community (as a dominant cultural group in the area) have shaped 

the ideological environment and propagate a value system in which their language is 

seen as a positive asset. 

 

4.5.10 The role of marriage  

Most of marriages in Mkoma are endogamous one. People marry their fellow 

Makonde in and outside the village. The villages around Mkoma are occupied by 

Makonde speakers therefore many marriages are those of Makonde speakers. There 

are also few exogamous marriages between Makonde speakers and Yao and Makua. 

As it has been explained above the immigrants learn Chimakonde and use it to 

communicate with children and other family members. All children from the two 

kinds of marriages speak and use Chimakonde at home and in play grounds. This 

helps to maintain the language because it limits the chance of using other languages 

including the majority language (Kiswahili). 

  

4.6 Economic factors. 

4.6.1 Low economic mobility 

 There is low economic mobility in main occupations among the dwellers of 

Mkoma. Most of the residents of Mkoma are peasants who mostly depend on 

agriculture which is of small scale and undeveloped. Others are keeping animals 

especially goats and chickens in small number which is mainly for consumption. 

Hence their chance to grow economically is low. When the respondent was asked 

about the language used at the mart (business) she replied: 
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                                  Tunatumia Kimakonde ……. hata karani ni Mmakonde.” 

                                  We use Chimakonde ……. even the clerk is Makonde.”  

 

Similarly another respondent replied 

                                Wafanyabiashara wengi ni wamakonde ……tunaongea nao 

                                Kimakonde. 

                                Business persons are Makonde ……we speak Chimakonde with   

                                 

                                them. (Source; Interview with a respondent 15/2/2014) 

 

Therefore there are limited chances of using Kiswahili because Chimakonde can be 

used in business or other productive activities in the village. 

 

Most of them are lowly educated as the figure 2 (page 30) on distribution of 

respondents according to their education level illustrate so they cannot be employed 

in main occupations that need specialized education. 

In their agricultural activities people do not produce surplus because what is being 

produced is consumed by them and sometimes the produce cannot support them for 

the whole year. All these imply that most of them have low economic status. Those 

employed in the dispensary and schools are not native Makonde speakers. 

There are no companies or institutions which can employ people and attract other 

language speaker to migrate to this area. The sample taken proves this. Among the 

forty respondents 72.5% have primary education and 17.5% have secondary 

education and only one expected teacher with a degree. Most of these primary and 

secondary school graduates are peasants (accounting for 80%) with low level of 

education, this limits them from advancing economically. Generally this low 
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economic status helps the Mkoma Makonde speaking community to maintain their 

language. People with high income and good social status are likely to shift to 

majority language or another variety of language that suit their economic and social 

status (Michieka 2003). 

 

4.6.2 Language used in production  

The peasants use Chimakonde in their activities and even with the Agricultural 

Officer (Bwana Shamba). The researcher witnessed the ʻBwana Shambaʼ speaking 

with peasant. In the office in the conversation ʻBwana Shambaʼ used Kiswahili but 

others (Mkoma residents) used Chimakonde. ʻBwana Shambaʼ is not Makonde but 

he understands the language though he does not speak it so he replied in Kiswahili. 

Also in farms they use Chimakonde while doing their works e.g. in ʻMkumiʼ (group 

of people working together in a group members farms in rotation) 

 

4.7 Language shift in Mkoma 

The research focused on language maintenance but as it has been noted earlier that 

language shift and maintenance are two sides of the same coin, in the field the 

researcher also observe to see if there were signs of language shift in Chimakonde 

and the reasons behind the process. It was clearly observed that there are Swahili 

words in Chimakonde, these words are a result of new phenomena which have 

entered into this community. Issues such as religion have led to existence of new 

words such ʻmisaʼ (mass), ʻswalaʼ (prayer), ʻNsikitiʼ (mosque), ʻlikanisaʼ (church) 

and other words which denote religious phenomena. Also development of 

technology has affected Chimakonde where the terminologies come with Kiswahili 

and are taken into Chimakonde as they are. Words such as ʻsimuʼ (telephone), ʻsaaʼ 
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(watch), ʻredioʼ (radio) etc. are added to Chimakonde. Here the researcher‟s findings 

conquer with what UNESCO (2003) stated, that new areas for language use may 

emerge as a community living conditions change. While some languages do succeed 

in expanding their own language into new domains others do not. For the case of 

Tanzania Kiswahili words are therefore adopted by the minority languages since 

there are no special plans to help the minority languages adopt the new phenomena.   

 

4.8 Significances of Makonde language 

People in Mkoma consider their language to be very important and view it as a 

symbol that clearly conveys their identity and culture in their community and 

outside it. In an interview with a respondent she said this about the language: 

                       Hakuna watoto wa Kimakonde wasiojua Kimakonde labda asiwe        

                       Mmakonde. 

                         All Makonde children know Chimakonde, maybe if they are not 

Makonde.                        

                       (Source; Interview with a respondent 13/2/2014) 

 

Another respondent said:  

                       Tunatumia Kimakonde kwa sababu  ndio lugha yetu.                                                                                 

                       We use Chimakonde because it is our language. (Interview with  

                       respondent 12/2/2014). 

 

To this society being Makonde is by speaking the language, the language that is seen 

as theirs.  Speaking the language makes a person respectable and belongs to the 

society. If a person does not use the language he/she is called “Mswahili” even if 

he/she is Makonde by birth. 
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Also the language helps society members to be unified. It is a language that is used 

for socialization such as in communication with friends, neighbours and other 

village members. It is used in rituals, initiation ceremonies, wedding ceremonies, 

playgrounds, sports and other leisure sites. For instance the researcher witnessed 

men playing „bao‟ while cracking jokes using Chimakonde. Also the language 

unifies the community members in and outside the village. Whenever the Makonde 

people meet their language identifies and unifies them even if they are not from the 

same village but the language itself is a unifying agent.  

 

Makonde is used in greetings at the church before the mass begins but sometimes 

even priests mix the languages (Swahili and Chimakonde) as the religious teacher 

said (see quotation page 33).                                         

 

Also the VEO said, they are using both languages in public meeting to bring more 

understanding (page 49). Therefore Chimakonde is a language that people of 

Mkoma understand better than Kiswahili. In public places Kiswahili is the language 

to be used but for them it does not convey the message clearly so Chimakonde has to 

be used to bring more understanding to people. 

 

In all social activities Makonde is used and clearly expresses Makonde cultural 

practice. These include initiation ceremonies, leisure site, cooperative enterprises 

and other social activities. 

It is a language that builds social relations. By speaking the same language the 

Makonde speakers in Mkoma and other Makonde speaking communities build social 

relation because they perceive that they are brothers and sisters. From the known 
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story of their origin they are all sons and daughters of Mkonde (their father). Also 

sometimes marriage partners are chosen depending on their language (Chimakonde).  

 

4.9 Summary of the chapter  

 This chapter has presented and discussed the findings obtained from the study. The 

findings included domains of Chimakonde in Mkoma, social and economic factors 

for maintenance of Chimakonde and significance of using Chimakonde. The next 

chapter will provide the summary of the findings, draw conclusions and make 

recommendations.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

This study examined socioeconomic factor for Makonde language maintenance in   

Mkoma. The chapter presents a summary of major findings as they were presented 

in the previous chapter based on research objective and the theoretical frame work 

used. 

 

5.2 Summary of theoretical framework  

According to Auberger`s (1990) theory of language maintenance language can be 

maintained if; 

There is strictly diagnostic use of minority and dominant language. The Makonde 

speakers have specific domains where Chimakonde is used such as home, with 

friends and relatives, in cooperative enterprises and in other social activities like in 

cultural ceremonies (Jando and Unyago), in playing games and in the customary 

courts. There are specific domains for Chimakonde only and others domains such as 

in school (for students of standard five to seven and secondary school students) only 

Kiswahili is used. 

However there are some domains where the dominant language (Kiswahili) is 

supposed to be used but the Makonde speakers use their language even at the 

dispensary, at the church, at the market and in village meetings. The speakers of the 

minority language are emotionally attached to their language. In the field it was 

clearly revealed that the Mkoma Makonde speakers are emotionally attached to their 

language. Because of their perception toward their language that Chimakonde 

language is their language, language of their ancestors and the language that speak 
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to their hearts. Kiswahili the dominant language is the language of other people and 

not theirs. This has helped them to maintain Chimakonde for years now since the 

two languages came in contact. 

           Also Aubuger proposed that a process of reinforcement of the community by the 

setting of other speakers of the language from the main source of origin facilitates 

language maintenance. This factor have not showed that it contributes much to 

language maintenance in Mkoma area, but what relates to this factor is that the 

immigrants who are not Makonde speakers learn Chimakonde when living in 

Mkoma. Also there are few Makonde immigrants from nearby villages. The issue of 

main source of origin does not exist in Mkoma. The Mkoma Makonde speaking 

communities have migrated there from different places such as nearby villages of 

ʻMnyambe, Mnauke Chitekete, Nambungaʼ and others. 

Moreover the theory that written modes of the minority languages enhance the oral 

model does not exist in the Makonde speaking community of Mkoma. The Makonde 

language does not have a written mode. The language is not documented so this 

factor does not contribute to maintenance of Chimakonde in Mkoma. Only the oral 

mode exists in this society. 

Furthermore the Haugen (1974) theory of language ecology proposed that language 

maintenance is a part of human ecology and posed ten questions to be asked; 

How the language is classified vis-à-vis another language? (descriptive linguistics).  

Chimakonde like other minority languages is classified as a language of low variety 

(L) and Kiswahili is considered as a high variety (H) (Batibo 2005), it is a language 

of Inter-ethnic community with family members, relatives and friends. Also it is a 

language of socialization such as greetings, leisure sites, and business and in formal 

settings such as in local governance and customary court. Kiswahili is classified as a 
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language of high variety compared to Chimakonde as it has a written mode, is 

standardized and is used in formal settings and it is a language of instruction in 

primary education, regional business (East Africa) and communication for intra-

ethnic groups. English is a language with high variety compared to Kiswahili and 

Chimakonde as it is a language of modern science and technology, language of 

instruction (LOI) in secondary and higher education, high court and international 

relations.  

 Who uses the language? (linguistic demography). In Mkoma Chimakonde 

language is used by all age group as the language of communication and 

socialization. Even the immigrants are obligated to learn the language so as to 

communicate with society members. These include government workers such as 

nurses, Agriculture Officer and others so as to work with the Mkoma society 

members.  

 What are the domains of the language? (sociolinguistics). In Mkoma 

Chimakonde is used at home with family and with relatives and friends, it is 

used in business and commerce. Also it is a language of social and cultural 

activities, in correspondence with local government departments, in religious 

activities and in works (farms and craft works).  

 What other language are used by its speakers? (dialinguistics). Along with 

Chimakonde Kiswahili is used by the speakers of Chimakonde. Also some 

Makonde know Mabiha, Yao and Makua.  

 What are language internal varieties? (dialectology). Chimakonde that is spoken 

in Mkoma is called ʻMnimaʼ, but there are other two dialects which are 

ʻNdondeʼ and ʻMalabaʼ these are spoken in Tandahimba and Mtwara 
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respectively. The “Mnima” dialect is perceived as the original Chimakonde 

dialect. It is largely spoken by Makonde community living in Newala district.  

 What is its written tradition? (philosophy) Chimakonde has not been written. It 

is only orally spoken and not standardized (prescriptive linguistics)  

 What institutional support does the language have? The Tanzania cultural policy 

of 1997 has given a room for minority languages researches and documentations. 

But they are only few languages that have been documented, they are not taught 

in schools and not standardized so they are only for intra-ethnic communication. 

Documentation and research on minority languages is the responsibility of every 

one and the government‟s involvement is low. 

 What attitude toward the language is held by its speakers? (ethno linguistics). 

The speakers have positive attitude toward their language. They view it as their 

language, the language of their ancestors, and important language for 

communication and socialization.  

 What do all these factors place the language in relation to other languages? 

(ecological classification). All these factors suggest that Chimakonde has been 

maintained in Mkoma area. Also the situation does not live much room for 

Kiswahili usage due to the perception of the speakers of Chimakonde about their 

language. Therefore in this contact situation which has lasted for years still 

Chimakonde vitality is high compared to other languages in Mkoma. 

 

Maintenance of Chimakonde is possible due to the fact that the members of this 

society use Chimakonde to identify themselves as Makonde and to show affiliation 

and belonging. Majority of Mkoma residents are Makonde and the absence of 

adjacent culturally dominant group in Mkoma and the nearby villages also help 
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them to maintain their language vitality. The cultural and traditional practices such 

as ʻJando and Unyagoʼ, rituals, dances such as ʻSindimba, Limbondo, Singengeʼ etc 

are all practiced using Chimakonde. 

   

Also the scale of vitality is very high in the sense that the rate of acquisition of 

Chimakonde by children is very high. It is their first language. Makonde is also a 

language of social roles, family ties and community cohesion this helps language 

maintenance in Mkoma. Most of marriages in Mkoma are endogamous marriages. 

Low social mobility among Mkoma residents help to maintain the language. Due to 

lack of education and poor economic situation it is hard for this society to advance 

their social and economic life. Dominant linguistics culture of the state and the 

Mkoma community members has contributed to maintenance of Chimakonde. The 

society members are free to use their language and there are no laws that suppress 

them not to use their languages. Though the national language is Kiswahili people 

are not prohibited to use their minority languages in their contexts. 

The language is a unifying agent among Makonde speakers inside and outside the 

community. It is a language that people of Mkoma understand better than Kiswahili 

the majority language as it clearly conveys the desired message.   

It is a language that builds social relationships. All Makonde consider themselves as 

sons and daughters of Mkonde (their father) so wherever they meet they maintain 

that old brotherhood. Also choosing marriage partners sometimes rely on the 

mother-tongue that the partner speaks.  

5.3 Conclusions  

The presence of Kiswahili as a majority language does not affect domains of 

Chimakonde the minority language spoken in Mkoma village of Newala district. 
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The language has been maintained for years and is inherited, by the younger 

generation. It is a language that is used in different domains such as home at work 

places, in business, in correspondence with government departments in the village, 

in leisure sites, it is used in communicating with friends and neighbours.  

Maintenance of this language is natural because the users of Chimakonde have made 

no deliberate efforts to maintain their language, for instance they do not have a 

chance to learn the language as a special program in a written model, it is not 

standardized nor documented. Only their perceptions and love for the language help 

the language to be maintained. 

There is little or no institutional support which helps the maintenance of this 

language. The 1997 cultural policy has given room for minority languages to be 

researched and documented but there are no special institution to deal with research 

on minority languages as it generally state “communities, private and public 

organizations shall be encouraged to research, write, preserve and translate 

vernacular languages into other languages”. This makes it ineffective since there is 

no fund and special institution to execute this policy. Therefore many languages 

have not been (reached) documented. So if the government really sees that minority 

languages are assets there must be deliberate efforts to promote and preserve these 

assets. This can be done by providing support to researchers and institutions so as to 

make the policy effective. For instance the policy is  

clear that the National Kiswahili Council shall be responsible for research into, and 

the promotion of Kiswahili. Also it states that the National Kiswahili Council and 

other institutions responsible for the promotion of Kiswahili shall be strengthened 

and adequately resourced in order to enable them to discharge their functions. This 

can also be done to minority languages.  
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 Generally the important factors for maintaining the Chimakonde are; low level of 

education of in people Mkoma, emotional attachment of the speakers to their 

language, large number of speakers of Chimakonde living in Mkoma close to each 

other, low social and economic mobility of the people, social roles of society 

members and the linguistic culture of Tanzania.  

These all factors do not work independently but they depend on each other. For 

instance having a large number of speakers living closely together as a factor for 

language maintenance do not work if the speakers are not emotionally attached so 

their language and its identity.  

The language is vital for communication of the Mkoma Makonde speakers as it 

conveys their identity and builds social relations. It also carries the knowledge about 

environment, medicine, health history and other important issues of this society. 

Also their culture and believes are well expressed using their language, that‟s why 

they value it more than other languages. Therefore not one factor work alone but the 

combination of all these factors helps maintenance of Chimakonde in Mkoma.   

 

New ways of life and new technologies which were not present in the Makonde 

community are adopted with Kiswahili language. However this community is not 

modern but there are some few technologies and ways of life which are being 

adopted and through the process of borrowing the Swahili words enter in 

Chimakonde (it is convenience borrowing because the new words are a result of 

new phenomena entering the language and a word/phenomenon is imported with or 

without adaptation).      
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5.4 Recommendations 

The government should establish special institutions to deal with minority languages 

this will speed up the process of documentation of the minority languages. The 

government should establish special institutions (as it is for Kiswahili) to do 

research and document minority languages. Also the institution should be adequately 

funded so as to speed up this process because of the contact between the languages 

and educational programmes going on in villages and wards. As it has been shown 

earlier that educational advancement affects individual use of languages. The 

ongoing community schools constructions (secondary schools) will also affect the 

use of minority languages in villages. 

Also the ongoing advancement in science and technology has effects on minority 

languages. It leads to more exposure to modern culture including language and new 

ways of life which disintegrate the traditions, culture and languages. The modern 

culture propagates the idea that the minority languages are barbaric and emphasize 

on the use of majority languages.  Hence as time goes by the speakers of languages 

are shifting and this increases the necessity of documenting the languages now. As 

Petzell (2012) commented that every described language provide us with a wider 

knowledge of what grammatical constructions are possible in a language and how 

human linguistic ability functions.  

Therefore as time passes by many words will be changing as Van Aswegen (2012) 

commented, the agent of language shift is bilingualism. The bilinguals will be 

adding the Kiswahili words into Chimakonde and others will be using the majority 

language more than Chimakonde hence language shift. Petzell (2012) further 

commented that the under-described minority languages are threatened by Swahili, it 

is very important to describe these under-described languages before the process of 
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decline has gone too far not just for obvious benefit of the present speakers but also 

to contribute to linguistics as a science.    

The government should also introduce special programmes for learning the minority 

languages since these are languages of the children in minority languages. Since 

these are languages that the children in minority communities understands better 

than other languages (majority language and ex-colonial language)  and it is the first 

language to  be acquired by the children in minority language communities. It is 

important to teach them using their languages first then slowly shifting to other 

languages for better understanding and smooth learning. According to Van Aswegen 

(2012 )  who conducted a research  in Maale language on the issues of  mother-

tongue  literacy he  stated that the impact  of mother tongue  literacy program cannot 

be underestimates as people have come  to  recognize  the importance of education  

and it has  created  the opportunity for many Maale people to further their formal 

education. Also the programme has formed a springboard for access to primary 

education and many people who did not value education have started sending their 

children to school. 

Also the understanding of materials in schools will be conversant to students‟ 

environment as L1 (Makonde) will help them to acquire basic skills in schools (in 

lower levels of education) later on the children could learn other languages.  

Again Van Aswegen (2012) said, the children who attended the literacy programme 

also attended government schools (since the literacy programme was organized by 

the church for Christians, the school teachers and parents noticed that the children 

were ahead of those who were enrolled in without first attending literacy classes. 

Generally many people will be educated and hence improving the socioeconomic 

status of the minority societies. It will also bring value to minority languages. 
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Consciousness about the importance of minority languages and the need to maintain 

them should be raised. Education should be given to people who use minority 

languages, they should be aware of the importance of maintaining their minority 

languages and knowing in which ways they can maintain their languages. These are 

deliberate effort to be done by government so as to help these languages live longer 

and avoid or stop the ongoing shifting process of many minority languages. This 

will be successful if the documentation process will also be supported. 

5.5 Area for further study 

This language has been in contact with Kiswahili for a long time now so may be it 

changes or it is in a state shifting. Therefore it is important for more research to be 

done so as to explain the situation. This is because it is believed that (among the 

Makonde) the Chimakonde dialect spoken in Mozambique is the original dialect of 

Chimakonde. 
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APPENDICES 

Maswali Hojaji 

 

Tafadhali jibu maswali haya. 

(a) Jinsia __________________     (d) Kazi _____________________________ 

(b) Umri __________________     (e) Kiwango cha elimu _________________ 

(c) Kabila _________________     (f)  Lugha unayozungumza ______________ 

 

1. Lugha gani ulijifunza kabla ya kuanza shule? 

2. Ni lugha gani unatumia na wanafamilia? 

3.   (a) Unatumia lugha gani unapozungumza na marafiki/ndugu wengine? 

  (b) Kwanini? 

 

4. (a) Je lugha gani inatumika katika shughuli za kijamii kama msiba/sherehe? 

(b) Kwanini? 

 

5. (a) Katika matambiko ni lugha gani inayotumika? 

(b) Kwanini? 

 

6. (a) Lugha gani inayotumika shuleni (ndani ya darasa) 

(b) Nje ya darasa 

 

7. Lugha gani inatumika katika michezo ya watoto? 

8. (a) Lugha ipi inatumika katika biashara mfano sokoni au katika gulio? 

(b) Kwanini 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please answer the research questions below. Tick, mention or state where needed. 

 

Section A 

 

i) How old are you (indicate range (a)7-19  (b) 20-32 (b) 33-45 (c) 45-57 (d) 58 and 

above  

ii) Education level (a) Primary Education (b) Secondary Education (c) College (d) 

University (e) None  

iii)Occupation…………………………………………………………………………

……  iv)  How many language do you speak 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……Section B. 

What are the domains of Chimakonde in Mkoma ward? (mention) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……………… 

Who speak Chimakonde in Mkoma? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……………… 

What are social factors that helped maintenance of Chimakonde in Mkoma? 

(mention) 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………… 

What are the economic factors that have contributed to maintenance of Chimakonde 

in Mkoma? 

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................... 

What is the significance of using Makonde language? 

....................................................................................................................................... 


